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Figure 1: Importance of proteinuria in the management of patients with lupus.
Hematuria: >5 red blood cells/high power field. Exclude stone, infections or
other causes

Abstract
Lupus has an incidence of kidney involvement of 54%. The most
common manifestation of lupus nephritis is proteinuria. Proteinuria
is a biological marker of disease activity and renal damage and it is
included in lupus disease activity and damage indices. Proteinuria
produces fibrosis of the renal tubules and interstitium, leading to
chronic kidney disease. There is a known association between
proteinuria and vascular inflammation, increasing the risk for
cardiovascular disease. Clinicians managing lupus can use the
Protein-creatinine Ratio (PCR) in a spot urine sample to screen for
proteinuria. Although different cut-offs of PCR in order to predict
proteinuria levels have been suggested, the gold standard test to
accurately quantify proteinuria in lupus is based on the protein
content in a 24-hour urine collection.
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Introduction
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) is a chronic autoimmune
disease with a cumulative incidence of kidney involvement of 54% [1].
Lupus Nephritis (LN) has a higher incidence in some ethnic groups
such as African Americans (35 to 51%), Hispanics (31 to 43%), and
Asians (33 to 55%) as compared to Caucasians (14 to 23%) [1,2].
Proteinuria is the most common manifestation of LN, being reported
in almost 100% of patients, followed by granular casts, cellular casts,
hematuria and reduced renal function [3]. Proteinuria is one of the
best available biomarker for assessing kidney involvement in SLE
[4] and for monitoring response to therapy and progression of the
disease [5]. Because of the importance of proteinuria in SLE and LN,
it is necessary to understand its role for the diagnosis of LN, for the
determination of lupus disease activity and for prognosis. In addition,
identifying the appropriate screening and quantitative tests for
proteinuria is crucial (Figure 1).
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Pyuria: >5 white blood cells/high power field. Exclude infection
Cellular casts: Heme-granular or red blood cell casts
*Systemic endothelial activation predisposes to cardiovascular disease

Methods for Assessment of Proteinuria
Proteinuria is defined as an abnormal excretion of protein in urine.
The amount of protein in a 24-hour urine collection (24H-P) from a
healthy adult should not be more than 150 mg/day (equivalent to a
Protein to Creatinine Ratio [PCR] of an untimed spot urine sample
of 15 mg/mmol) [6,7]. Proteinuria is a cardinal biomarker in renal
disease and there are 4 accepted methods for its assessment: 2
semiquantitative (urine dipstick and Sulfosalicylic Acid test [SSA])
and 2 quantitative (PCR and 24H-P).

Urine dipstick
It is most commonly used as a screening method for proteinuria
because of its convenience for the patients and provides a rapid
assessment. This method detects albuminuria with a lower limit of
approximately 10 to 20 mg/dL. However, it’s subjective and has low
sensitivity for proteins different than albumin and it has many false
positive results in the following conditions: low urine volume,
concentrated urine and urinary tract infection. In dilute urine
samples, the dipstick might be falsely negative. Thus, the urine
dipstick is an unsuitable confirmatory test and the dipsticks that
provides quantitation of albuminuria (e.g., trace, 1+, 2+ and 3+) are
not reliable as well [8].

SSA
It detects all kind of urine proteins including non-albumin
proteins (e.g., immunoglobulin light chains) with a lower limit of
detection of 5 to 10 mg/dL. SSA is mainly used for the detection of
myeloma kidney. The SSA has false positive results when an iodinated
contrast agent is used [9] and an abnormal SSA result should be
confirmed with a quantitative test.

24H-P
This is the gold standard method for quantifying proteinuria.
24H-P has many advantages over other methods and it is not affected
by the variations in protein excretion throughout the day and external
factors such as exercise and diet [10]. However, this test also has
disadvantages: It is cumbersome for patients, it is time-consuming
and it is prone to errors if the patient does not follow the instructions
correctly [8].
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PCR
Proposed by Ginsberg et al., to assess nephrotic range proteinuria
and to circumvent the problems with the 24-hour urine collection.
Originally PCR was developed for the assessment of ambulatory
patients followed at renal clinics. PCR is based on the assumption
that the protein and the creatinine excretions are stable during the
full day and that PCR would reflect the cumulative protein excretion
during a 24-hour period. However, in many situations this is not the
case and there is a variation in the excretion of protein during the day
jeopardizing the validity of PCR [11,12].

Proteinuria in Lupus as a Marker of Kidney
Involvement
The gold standard test for the diagnosis of LN is kidney biopsy
[13]. An abnormal value of proteinuria in SLE has been recognized as
a biological marker for kidney disease, with or without the presence
of significant urine red blood cells (hematuria: >5 red blood cells/high
power field), white blood cells (pyuria: >5 white blood cells/high
power field) or cellular casts (heme-granular or red blood cell
casts) [14-16]. In clinical practice abnormal new proteinuria as yet
undiagnosed proteinuria is often the trigger for kidney biopsy in
lupus. The clinical significance of other urine abnormalities, such
as isolated hematuria or pyuria, is not clearly defined. Ding et al.,
suggested that isolated hematuria or pyuria could be related to renal
and non-renal disease activity one year prior and one year after its
finding, thus it could be attributed to a phase of active disease [17].
For the group of patients with silent LN (abnormal kidney histology and absence of proteinuria or active urinary sediments), there is a
lack of supporting evidence on treatment and followup. Therefore, it
is unclear whether these patients will progress to develop CKD [18].
In SLE, clinically significant proteinuria is defined as a 24H-P higher
than 0.5 g/day. This cut-off of proteinuria has been accepted as one of
the features for the case definition in the American College of
Rheumatology (ACR) guidelines [19], the European League Against
Rheumatism and European Renal Association-European Dialysis and
the Transplant Association recommendations for the for screening,
treatment and diagnosis of LN [20]. Even though some authors
suggest using the PCR, Houssiau et al., highlighted the importance
of a 24H-P for proteinuria measurement as part of a complete initial
evaluation of the patient with SLE and possible LN [21]. Moreover,
Corapi et al., emphasized that PCR may lack accuracy for the
quantification of proteinuria in LN compared to other
glomerulopathies [22], thus the evidence favors 24H-P.

Proteinuria in Lupus as a Marker of Disease Activity
The pathophysiology of the LN includes systemic and renal
cellular and humoral responses that impair the function of the
Glomerular Filtration Barrier (GFB), allowing abnormal sized
proteins to be excreted in urine, in higher than normal amounts [23].
The deposit of auto-antibodies in glomeruli results in tubular damage,
tubule-interstitial inflammation and fibrosis [24]. Once the immune
activity from lupus is controlled, in the absence of CKD, proteinuria
should normalize. A recurrence of proteinuria is associated with a
lupus nephritis flare [25]. Proteinuria is the main manifestation
of all the subtypes of histological LN [26,27], and nephrotic range
proteinuria (>3.5 g/day) is associated with the classes III, IV and
V from the International Society of Nephrology/Renal Pathology
Society (ISN/RPS) classification system [3,28].
Proteinuria is routinely assessed in clinical practice and abnormal
results develop earlier than the deterioration in estimated Glomerular
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Filtration Rate (GFR), making it more suitable for evaluating kidney
function and activity in SLE [22]. Proteinuria has a better
diagnostic accuracy than other classical biomarkers such as the
urinary sediments (pyuria, hematuria and casts). For instance, the
presence of active urine sediments is a strong surrogate of ongoing
kidney inflammation, but the reliability of a urine sediment test and
its interpretation are operator-dependent. Although proteinuria
is considered a very important biomarker in the assessment of LN
activity, the renal biopsy remains the ‘gold’ standard for the diagnosis
of LN and its severity. However, the renal biopsy is considered an
invasive test and the proteinuria has some caveats, thus there is an
unmet need to find the best marker of LN activity and a marker to
predict LN. Some of the caveats that preclude proteinuria from being
considered the “gold standard” test are listed here: 1) Inability to
differentiate between disease activity and damage; for instance, low
grade or persistent proteinuria may be a manifestation of ongoing
LN activity or a result of kidney scars; 2) total proteinuria doesn’t
differentiate urine albumin from high molecular weight proteins
(as in severe Glomerular lesions thus proteinuria can’t differentiate
between Glomerular and tubular protein [29]; and 3) the attribution
of proteinuria to LN activity might be very challenging in patients
with SLE and other kidney disease (e.g., diabetes, hypertensive
nephropathy and other).
Several studies have evaluated the role of novel prognostic and
diagnostic biomarkers in the assessment of LN. Few novel biomarkers
of LN activity provide similar evidence compared to proteinuria. For
instance, it was found that the urinary monocyte chemoattractanct
protein-1 correlates with proteinuria level [30]. However, this
biomarker has a cost burden and doesn’t provide additional clinical
value over proteinuria. Brunner et al., recently developed and
validated the Renal Activity Index for Lupus [RAIL] against the
degree of histological activity of kidney biopsy in children with active
LN. This novel index encompasses several urinary biomarkers
(urinary Neutrophil Gelatinase Associated Lipocalin [NGAL],
Monocyte Chemotactic Protein 1 [MCP-1], ceruloplasmin,
adiponectin, hemopexin, and Kidney Injury Molecule 1 [KIM-1])
[31]. Although these biomarkers seem very promising, further studies
are needed to validate its use in LN and determine its added
prognostic and diagnostic value to the existing marker “proteinuria”.
The renal system is included in the majority of lupus disease
activity indices (e.g., Systemic Lupus Erythematosus Disease Activity
Index-2000 [SLEDAI-2K] where the renal system encompasses
4 descriptors: proteinuria, hematuria, casts and pyuria) [15,16] and
in each one of these indices, proteinuria has a pivotal role in the
assessment of kidney disease [32]. The original SLEDAI [33] was
modified in its new version, SLEDAI-2K, to measure and score
persistent proteinuria as opposed to only new and recurrent
proteinuria [15]. This change in SLEDAI-2K highlights the importance
of recognizing proteinuria (>0.5 g/day) (new, recurrent or persistent)
as evidence of disease activity [15]. The British Isles Lupus
Assessment Group index 2004 (BILAG-2004) includes the renal
system with clinical descriptors (systolic and diastolic blood pressure,
presence of accelerated hypertension, presence of nephrotic
syndrome, and presence of active nephritis) and laboratory
descriptors (urine dipstick protein, urine albumin/creatinine ratio,
PCR, 24H-P, creatinine, calculated Glomerular filtration rate, and
active urinary sediment) [34]. Although ACR guidelines define
24H-P > 0.5 g/day as a case definition for LN [19], there is a lack of
homogeneity in the amount of proteinuria to be considered “active
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disease” in the lupus disease activity instruments. For instance, the
proteinuria level necessary in total and partial renal recovery differs
among recent trials on LN [35-37], making it difficult to compare
outcomes/endpoints [38,39]. Moreover, the proposed ACR threshold
for proteinuria (0.5 g/day) required reflecting clinically significant LN
differs in lupus disease activity indices [19]. For instance, SLEDAI-2K
[15] and European Consensus Lupus Activity Measurement index
(ECLAM) [40] include proteinuria as a renal disease activity marker
with a 24H-P > 0.5 g/day. In BILAG-2004, the proteinuria is graded
differently based on its amount (A [active disease] = > 1.0 g/day; B
[beware] = > 0.5 g/day, C [contentment] = > 0.25 g/day) and it can be
obtained from a 24H-P or a PCR [41]. The SLE Activity Index Score
(SIS) divides proteinuria based on the cut off of 1.5 g/d and gives 1 or
2 points respectively for the final score as follows: 1 point for 24H-P
< 1.5 g/day and 2 points for 24H-P > 1.5 g/day [42]. The SLE Activity
Measure-revised (SLAM-R) does not include proteinuria among the
renal descriptors [40].

Proteinuria in Lupus as a Prognostic Factor for Renal
Outcomes
Proteinuria in lupus has a pivotal prognostic value on renal
outcomes: Remission of LN, progression to CKD, renal replacement
therapy or kidney transplantation. Proteinuria is a risk factor for
progression of CKD, in part because of its proinflammatory and
profibrotic effect on kidneys [43].
High proteinuria (nephrotic syndrome) is associated with
multi-systemic vascular damage leading to worsening GFR [44].
Proteinuria induces structural and functional changes in different
kidney cells; with more protein traffic to the proximal/distal collecting
ducts and subsequent inflammation and fibrosis, and progressive loss
of kidney function [45]. Proteinuria produces active glomerular
inflammation and can be considered a manifestation of an Acute
Kidney Injury (AKI), which is a recognized risk factor for CKD
[46]. Touma et al., demonstrated that proteinuria is a marker for the
long term prognosis of kidney function [47]. Nevertheless, there is
no agreement on the thresholds of proteinuria to achieve Complete
Remission (CR) or Partial Remission (PR), in order to prevent or
to slow the decline in kidney function [48] (Table 1). Wofsy et al.,
suggested that some kidney abnormalities can be irreversible, and
therefore it is not always possible to achieve a CR of proteinuria. Their
proposed Major Clinical Response (MCR), where combining the
percentages of patients achieving CR and PR of proteinuria, would
improve the end points in trials at 1st year. Notwithstanding, it is still
important to determine the prognostic value of MCR on long-term
kidney outcomes [51].
In SLE the cut-off of 0.5 g/day has been accepted by the ACR as
the target to achieve and reflects CP recovery [19], and this cut-off has
been used in studies comparing treatments for induction or
maintenance of immunosuppressive therapy [50]. Nonetheless, other
authors have used different cut offs for PR and CR of proteinuria. Koo
et al., defined remission (CR) as a PCR <0.3 g/g; Chan et al., used
24H-P 0.3 g/day as the criteria for remission [52]. Wofsy et al.,
highlighted on the non homogeneity of outcomes which could explain
different conclusions of recent studies [38]. Dall’Era et al., analyzed
patients from the Euro-Lupus Nephritis trial and determined that
the 24H-P at 12 months was the best predictor of creatinine
≤ 1 mg/dl at 7 years of follow up, with a better sensitivity and
specificity for 24H-P of 0.8 g/day (0.81 and 0.78, respectively)
compared to 0.5 g/day (0.64 and 0.83 respectively) [53]. The analyses
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Definition
of
proteinuria

Definition of CR

Definition of PR

≥ 50% reduction
in PCR and PCR
<0.2 g/g

≥ 50% reduction
in PCR and PCR
0.2 – 2.0 g/g

PCR1< 0.5 g/g

Reduction of
PCR1≥ 50% of
baseline level

Authors

Year

ACR criteria*
[49]

2006

Hahn [19]

2012

PCR > 0.5 g/g

Bertsias [20]

2012

24H-P > 0.5
g/day

The ACCESS
trial group
[35]

2014

PCR > 1.0 g/g

Appel
[ALMS] [36]

2009

24H-P ≥ 2.0 g/
day LN classes
III or V

Responders
PCR1< 3.0 (if baseline PCR ≥ 3.0)
Reduction of PCR1≥ 50% of baseline
(if baseline PCR <3.0)
PCR < 1.0 g/g (if
baseline PCR ≤
3.0 g/g)
PCR ≤ 3.0 g/g (if
baseline PCR >
3.0 g/g)

Rovin
[LUNAR] [37]

2012

PCR > 1.0 g/g

Houssiau
[MAINTAIN
nephritis trial]
[50]

2010

24H-P > 0.5
g/day

PCR < 0.5 g/g

Renal remission24H-P < 1.0 g ]
Flare: serum albumin ≤3.5 g/dl and
24 h proteinuria ≥3 g

Table 1: Comparison of the definitions of proteinuria in the diagnosis of lupus
nephritis and in the endpoints of complete and partial remission of lupus
nephritis.
*ACR response criteria for Proliferative and Membranous Renal Disease in
SLE Clinical Trials
CR: Complete Remission; SLE: Systemic Lupus Erythematosus; PCR: Spot
urine Protein/Creatinine ratio; PR: Partial Remission; LN: Lupus Nephritis;
24H-P: Proteinuria in a 24 hours urine collection
1. The PCR was calculated from a 24 hour-urine collection sample
2. In this study, the primary outcome was time to renal flare

of the Aspreva Lupus Management Study (ALMS) for factors
associated with long-term renal outcomes showed that then
on-reduction of PCR ≥ 25% within 8 weeks during induction was
associated with treatment failure. For the patients who entered the
maintenance phase, the CR was higher for those who entered this
phase with PCR ≤ 1.0 g/g vs those with PCR ≥ 1.0 g/g (68% vs 43%
respectively) [54].
Inflammatory diseases, as SLE, are linked directly (promoting
chronic changes and tubulointerstitial fibrosis) and indirectly
(promoting CVD) to CKD [55,56]. In SLE, nephritic and proteinuric
flares (with increase in 24H-P>1.0 g/day) of LN contribute equally
to poor kidney outcomes [46], with heavy proteinuria resulting in a
higher risk for CKD and end stage CKD with requirement for dialysis [57]. Fiehn et al., compared the renal prognosis of patients with
LN in 2 groups: from 1980-1989 (group 1) and 1990-2000 (group 2),
showing less histological signs of chronicity and proteinuria for group
2. The authors suggested that early diagnosis (clinical and histological
[kidney biopsy]) and appropriate treatment improve kidney
outcomes over time [58]. The addition of as Cr ≤ 1.0 mg/dl to the
24H-P<0.8 g/day target increased the specificity (87%) but lowered
the sensitivity (78%) for the prediction of good renal prognosis at
12 months, suggesting that the degree of proteinuria is of utmost
importance for the development of CKD. Reich et al., showed that the
time-averaged proteinuria was the predictor of the rate of progression
of renal function decline [59], with higher decline for higher
proteinuria: subjects with 24H-P 0-1 g/day losing 1.15 ± 5.37 ml/min
per 1.73 mt2 per year of GFR vs subjects with 24H-P > 2.0 g/day losing
6.68 ± 14.6ml/min per 1.73 mt2 per year of GFR. The authors
Volume 1 • Issue 1 • 100027
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highlighted the importance of persistent proteinuria and indicated
that in the short term, proteinuria is a predictor of doubling creatinine
and developing CKD. Recently, Touma et al., showed that the
development of long-term renal outcomes (e.g. CKD, dialysis or
transplant) in patients who achieve CR (defined as 24H-P < 0.5 g/day)
at 2 years are better than inpatients who only achieve PR (defined as
decrease in 24H-P ≥ 50% from baseline but not < 0.5 g/day). The
authors suggested that whenever it is possible, the clinician should
aim for CR [47] (Figure 2). It is well accepted that proteinuria
recovery (by recovery, we are referring to complete resolution of
proteinuria to normal value as defined in disease activity indexes; for
instance, in SLEDAI-K, normal proteinuria is defined as 24H-P< 0.5
g/day [15]), is slow (with only 52% of patient achieving recovery at
2 years), and higher levels of proteinuria (≥ 2 g/day) at baseline visit of
LN, male sex, hypocomplementemia, and lupus disease duration > 5
years at onset of LN predict independently late recovery of proteinuria
[5] (Figure 3). In summary, there is evidence from different cohorts
that proteinuria is a risk factor for future development of CKD in SLE
patients, and the clinician should address it during the follow-up of
patients.

Figure 3: Kaplan-Meier curve for time to recovery from proteinuria in all
patients and in 3 groups.
Proteinuria was defined as ≥0.5g/24 hours. Patients were grouped into: group
1 having 0.5-0.9g/day, group 2 having 1-1.9g/day and group 3 having ≥2g/day.
Patients with a higher level of proteinuria at baseline needed a longer time to
normalize their proteinuria.
(Published with permission for The Journal of Rheumatology; Touma Z et al.
(2014) Time to recovery from proteinuria in patients with lupus nephritis
receiving standard treatment. The Journal of rheumatology 41: 688-697)

dysfunction and apoptosis, been present in the kidney and in
other systems as well [44], with the secondary development of
abnormalities in the glomerular slit diaphragm and a
pro-inflammatory vascular state that stimulates atherosclerosis [65].
Persistent proteinuria can accelerate the decline of the GFR and is a
manifestation and a risk factor for Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD)
[46].

Figure 2: Long term outcomes: dialysis or renal transplant.
P Value comparing complete proteinuria remission and partial proteinuria
remission: 0.015
P value comparing partial proteinuria remission and no remission: 0.59
In this study, 326 patients with LN were studied. The results confirmed that
achieving complete proteinuria remission at 2 years from diagnosis protects
against the dialysis or renal transplant while partial proteinuria remission
(≥50% but not to normal levels) or no recovery doesn’t [47].

Proteinuria in Lupus as a Cardiovascular Prognostic
Marker
Proteinuria is a marker of atherosclerosis and vascular disease in
the general population [60] and in patients with diabetes mellitus [61],
with an estimated 50% greater risk of Cardiac Heart Disease (CHD)
than the healthy controls [62]. SLE patients in general have a higher
risk of accelerated atherosclerosis than patients with Diabetes Mellitus
(DM) [63].
Proteinuria in SLE can be secondary to active kidney disease or to
chronic kidney damage [64]. During an active phase of the disease,
there is a diffuse vascular damage secondary to endothelial
J Orthop Res Physiother
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Proteinuria and CKD are known risk factors for Cardiovascular
Disease (CVD), as shown by different cohorts followed for more than
15 years [66]. Thus, proteinuria of active kidney disease or chronic
kidney damage in SLE is associated with CVD and thus is considered
a CVD prognostic factor. In SLE patients, there is an increased
Mortality rate (9 fold greater) related to premature atherosclerosis,
with a higher prevalence of obstructed coronary arteries compared to
the healthy controls [67].
SLE patients, especially patients with LN have a higher prevalence
of traditional CVD risk factors [68]. Nonetheless, these factors do
not completely explain the excess of CVD mortality in this
population [68] and proteinuria or other manifestations of LN could
play an important role in this issue. Fernandez-Nebro et al., reported
that SLE patients with renal involvement had a higher frequency of
CVD events [69]. Falaschi et al., found an association between
nephrotic range proteinuria and increased carotid intima-media
wall thickness in juvenile onset lupus [70]. Similarly, Kammoun
et al., found that nephrotic range proteinuria, hypertension and
histological classes III and IV of the ISN/RPS classification system for
LN as poor prognostic factors for patients overall and specifically for
survival without renal replacement therapy [71]. In summary, these
studies suggest that proteinuria in SLE is related to CVD morbidity
and mortality and could explain the accelerated atherosclerosis in this
population, with a worse prognosis for the patients with proliferative
LN (Class III and IV) and nephrotic range proteinuria.
Volume 1 • Issue 1 • 100027
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Measuring Proteinuria in the Follow up of Patients
with Lupus
Accurate quantification of proteinuria is essential since it hinges
on the definitions of partial and complete remission of LN in research
studies and clinical trials [39]. Partial and complete proteinuria
remission is associated with a better prognosis and kidney survival
than no remission, and CPR is better as an outcome [72].
The commonly accepted outcomes for proteinuria during the
follow-up of patients with LN are CR or PR, but there is no
homogeneity of definitions for these outcomes with different
proteinuria cut offs (Table 1). Proteinuria regression is slow, as was
shown by Touma et al., in the cohort of patients from the Toronto
Lupus Clinic. The authors showed that 52% of patients who started
with 24H-P > 0.5 g/day recovered within 2 years [5]. Whether this
long lasting proteinuria is a manifestation of residual inflammation
or of Glomerular adaptation to the chronic inflammatory/healing
processes is still a matter of debate [73]. Studies have shown that lupus
patients can develop LN late during the course of the disease (after
3 years from the diagnosis of SLE) [74], thus proteinuria must be
accurately assessed at each visit.
In the follow up of SLE patients with proteinuria, the most precise
test should be used to help the clinician to decide about response to
treatment and the need for adjusting therapy. There are few articles
comparing available tests for the follow-up of proteinuria in patients
with glomerulonephritis. Antunes et al., followed a cohort of patients
with primary non lupus related glomerulopathies for 6 months and
determined that the PCR was an accurate test to define critical values
of proteinuria (<0.2 g/day; 0.21 – 3.5 g/day; and >3.5 g/day) [75].
Medina-Rosas et al., studied the change over time in proteinuria
levels (improvement and worsening) using 2 methods for proteinuria
measurement (24H-P vs PCR) in 1188-paired samples of 230 SLE
patients [76]. In the group of patients at baseline with abnormal
24H-P (> 0.5 g/day), at 13.5 months all patients had a 50%
improvement based on 24H-P compared to 56% of patients based on
PCR. At 17.5 months, all patients had complete proteinuria recovery
(< 0.5 g/day) based on 24H-P compared to 53% of patients based on
PCR. In the group of patients with proteinuria worsening over time
based on 24 H-P (> 0.5 g/day) at 10.5 months, PCR captured only
79% of these patients. With the available evidence, it is prudent to use
the PCR as a screening test and confirm any abnormal findings with
a 24H-P.

How to Accurately Measure Proteinuria in Lupus
Proteinuria can result primarily of 2 types: Proteins that pass
the GFB when a pathologic process affects this structure (e.g.,
inflammation, thrombosis or others) and proteins that are produced
by the tubules (uromodulin) or the urinary tract [8]. In SLE, the
abnormal amount of urine protein is due to the inflammatory process
in the GFB that allows mainly albumin to pass the GFB and to appear
in the urine. Three methods have been well accepted in the assessment
of proteinuria in SLE: The dipstick, PCR, and the timed urine
collection (the 24 hour urine collection, which is the most commonly
used method).
The dipstick has been evaluated in patients with SLE in different
studies and the results confirmed its low diagnostic accuracy. For
instance, Chotayaporn et al., found a poor reliability between the
dipstick and 24H-P [77]. Siedner et al., showed a high variability in
J Orthop Res Physiother
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the dipstick results and lack of validity of the dipstick to accurately
quantify proteinuria levels compared to 24H-P [78]. However,
despite the disadvantages of dipstick, a recent survey among
American rheumatologists showed that 65% are still using the dipstick
method as the method for screening for proteinuria in SLE [79]. Based
on a recent study by Medina-Rosas et al., it was concluded that PCR
is a good screening test for proteinuria. In this study, a PCR level of
0.08 g/mmol (800 mg/g) was found to have a sensitivity of 91% and a
specificity of 80%, compared to a 24H-P of 0.5 g/d [80].
For clinicians treating SLE, the accurate determination of
proteinuria is important for evaluating response to treatment or flares
of LN [79]. The 24H-P is the gold standard method for assessing
and accurately determining the amount of proteinuria in SLE. Even
though, the ACR recommends using the PCR every 1 to 6 months
for monitoring LN depending on the patient disease activity and also
recommend this approach for clinical trials [49], and The European
League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) suggests the first morning
PCR as a valid measure of proteinuria [20]. It is important to note that
the level of proteinuria in diseases like DM or HTN nephropathies is
not subject to frequent testing and it reflects damage as opposed to LN
where it can occur in association with disease activity and damage.
Proteinuria occurring in the context of disease activity requires
the use of an accurate test to quantify proteinuria levels periodically.
Several studies in LN evaluated the validity of PCR compared to
24H-P [81]. However, many of the studies used correlation as the
primary statistical method for the comparison of PCR to 24H-P, the
correlation is not the most appropriate method to be used in studies
aiming to replace the gold standard test (e.g., 24H-P) [82]. The articles
that used agreement methods showed poor diagnostic performance
of the PCR compared to 24H-P, with less agreement for 24H-P > 1.0
g/day [80,83]. Birmingham et al., showed poor agreement between
PCR and 24H-P for SLE patients with proteinuria of 0.5 to 3.0 g/day
[84]. Recently, these authors showed that the PCR is more unreliable
in SLE than in other causes of CKD [85]. Medina-Rosas et al., studied
1,233 paired samples from 322 SLE patients and found a high
correlation for all samples with lower correlation for subgroups of
24H-P, and poor agreement for all samples and subgroups, being
worse for 24H-P higher than 1.0 g/day [80]. Interestingly, this group
found that the best cut-off of PCR that would predict a 24H-P of 0.5,
1 and 2 g/day should be 800 mg/g, 1600 mg/g and 3500 mg/g, while
Leung et al., found different values of cut-offs for 0.5 and 1 g/day
(450 mg/g and 700 mg/g respectively) [86]. These findings confirm
the validity of PCR as a screening test for proteinuria in LN, but
there is still a lack of agreement on the best test to accurately quantify
proteinuria (24H-P vs PCR). Recently, the evidence favoured 24H-P
over PCR because of the accuracy of the results [22,80,81]. A recent
meta-analysis highlighted the methodological flaws of studies on the
validity of PCR as a quantitative test for proteinuria and recommended the use of 24H-P for accurate proteinuria measurement [81]. In
addition, Corapi et al., also recommended the use of 24H-P instead of
PCR in clinical research and drug trials [22].

Conclusion
LN is very common in SLE patients with a cumulative incidence of
54% in SLE patients. Proteinuria is the most common finding of LN
and it is important for the diagnosis of LN, for the monitoring of LN
activity and damage. The clinician’s goal should be a CR of proteinuria
(24H-P<0.5 g/day), given the prognostic value of proteinuria on long
term outcomes like CV and CKD. The PCR can be used as a screening
test, but whenever there is an abnormal result, it should be confirmed
by a 24H-P.
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